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Why is this an interesting paper

• Growing empirical literature documenting the diverse effects of growing

trade integration

• Globalization creates “winners and losers”

• Paper documents this in the case of preferential trade agreements (PTAs)

• Political instability and violence as extreme form of “cost” of trade

integration

• this paper looks at localized effects

→ support in favor of welfare-increasing trade integration and specialisation is

endogenous to the lived experience and narratives that arise
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Situating this paper in the wider literature

• Paper motivated by work on trade-induced political shocks

• Find this problematic as work by Autor et al and Colatone et al stories are

basically silent of timing

• Existing literature has primarily focused on documenting associations

• Grievances versus timing versus (political) technology shock (social media,...)

• Most papers go from grievance to political fallout without understanding

what comes in between
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On mechanisms discussion: heterogenous effects

• Distinguishing of labor intensity of crops

• Political Violence increases in counties that produce crops that are produced

but also consumed locally while it decreases in counties producing crops that

are consumed elsewhere

• interpret this evidence as showing that asymmetry in the gains from trade

between workers vs land and capital owners is a key mechanism through

which export exposure increases political violence
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On mechanisms discussion: heterogenous effects

→ violence effects are concentrated in areas that are urbanized and close to sea

(points of exports)
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What is missing: more nuanced welfare analysis

Paper is silent on the evaluation of persistent versus temporary effects

→ economic upside effects seem to persist
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What is missing: more nuanced welfare analysis

Paper is silent on the evaluation of persistent versus temporary effects

→ political violence effects seem temporary
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What is missing: Some (more?) robustness?

• Which PTAs or which countries drive the results?

• Does it matter who you have a PTA with?

• Urban and/or near coast suggest that political control of export paths seems

most salient

• Economic rents from trade liberalization are contested where they are easily

contestable

• Dropping each country in turn ; dropping all PTAs from each continent in

turn and re-estimate full effect – concern that effects are driven by Egypt

• Does market size with whom you have a PTA may matter?
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What is missing: role of institutions (mechanisms?)

• Interpret this as shock to distribution of economic power in a country

operating mostly via land ownership

• “Political violence” can be interpreted as data representing this “struggle” to

rebalance power in a country

• (Temporary?) nature of impact of PTA signature on violence shocks is

transitory

• Institutions and state capacity matter and I am surprised this is not

discussed at all

• Missing heterogeneity:

• quality of institutions (elections/democracy/contestability of rents Fetzer and

Marden, 2017)

• degree of (fiscal) centralisation (revenue sharing: Fetzer and Kyburz, 2022)

• existence and extent of taxation system (Besley and Persson, 2009)

• existence and extent of welfare system (Fetzer, 2019, 2020)
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Who is the PTA with?

• Rather than showing country-by-country exercise (Table A6) re-estimate

dropping each country in term to document what happens to the ATE looks

like
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Which countries drive the result?

• Rather than showing country-by-country exercise (Table A6) re-estimate

dropping each country in term to document what happens to the ATE looks

like
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Which countries drive the result?

• Rather than showing country-by-country exercise (Table A6) re-estimate

dropping each country in term to document what happens to the ATE looks

like
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Sidestepping: arbitrariness of space – SUTVA violation

• Much of the empirical literature in conflict is focused on aggregating

conflict-event data to artificial spatial constructs

• What is the “optimal” level of spatial representation of a phenomena such as

conflict is a question that depends on the data generating process

• Accuracy of conflict event data geolocation imposes

• Spatial resolution of satellite image product

• Ongoing work Barbosa, Fetzer & Souza on “Conflict in Space” tries to

suggest an “optimal aggregation” this approach

• Administrative boundaries vs statistical boundaries vs artificial boundaries

• Understanding data generating processes is important from a statistical

standpoint and an economic standpoint

• Data generating process can help identify ”optimal spatial and temporal

aggregation”

→ in essence: risk of specification mining is much deeper: bias-variance trade off

is guided by the way that data is cut in space and time.
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Smaller points

• Endogeneity of the PTA design – why some countries NOT enter PTAs

when they could? Are political instability considerations a feature here?

• Temporary versus permanent evaluation is key

• Long time period under consideration – technology is considered as static

but we know shifts in labor versus capital intensity

• You are estimating a LATE

• Lack of a pure control
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